How youth violence can change your life

Everyone has experienced violence as a witness to it or first hand like physically. Violence affects all of us. My family and I have not experienced violence at first hand, but the struggle with the decision of going back to our native land which is Colombia, because of the violence that occurs there daily. They have made the decision not to live per mantle but occasionally we do visit. Violence can sometimes frighten people to the point of where they are sometimes to cautious about their surroundings. When going to vacation there we have a great time, however the idea of experiencing violence at first hand is always in our minds.

Youth violence has become a big concern for all.
Violence can start from simple thing like verbal violence for example a student calls another offensive word then starts a fight there is where violence gets worst. There is another way of violence which is physical violence like someone shoving or punching another problem get caused there and violence starts developing. Violence doesn’t always affect you physically it can affect others and affect you in some different many ways.

Violence has always been to me like a little devil which romes around to find weak people who get convinced easily to do bad things for know smart reason. Life is not perfect and you can never end something like the monster named violence because is all around you. In this world there are many sick minds, but there are also many beautiful things in life. In your life many bad things will be on your path but you just have to be calm and know that there are better things that are coming throught
Your path of life.

Things that I can do about youth violence are many, but just warning you if you see something violent happening between don’t be ever that crazy to interfere, get and adult to take care of it. And other thing you could do is avoiding problems with others. Try to avoid causing problems os hanging out with the incorrect people. Also think about your actions before you do it, remember don’t regret it After is to late. Also remember that one small thing you do can save someone’s life’s and change the world.

Two words: youth violence. Its everywhere you can’t escape it. Everywhere look there is crime occurring even if it’s a student shoving another.

People under age of 18 are in juvenile detention, because of their wrong decisions. Don’t ever have a sick minds and ruin your life by joing a gang, robbing, committing a murder etc. Its helpe
less what are you gaining by doing these things. All your doing is ruining your life. Pass this message on! do it! It's the right thing to do.
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